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First steps with RIVET

1. First contact with RIVET during a hand-on session given by C. Bierlich at
COST Workshop on Interplay of hard and soft

QCD probes for collectivity in HIC
(Lund, Feb. 2019)

⇒ using a virtual machine to run an analysis on a provided .hepmc file

2. Master student at that time, I used this fresh knowledge to install RIVET in
Subatech’s network and started to use it, in order to handle it well

There started a lot (too much ? ) of exchanges with
C. Bierlich and P. Karczmarczyk...
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RIVET as an analyser
Write an analysis for RIVET

What’s better, to learn how to handle RIVET, than to write a new analysis ?

As a preparation for my PhD, and to help M. Stefaniak in her own PhD work,
we started to write analyses (in collaboration with G. Pokropska) for :

Bulk Properties of the Medium Produced in
Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions from the

BES Program
(STAR 2017 I1510593)

√
sNN = [7.7,11.5,19.6,27,39] GeV/A

QGP formation depending on energy, by
extraction of Tch and µB at chemical freeze-out

with statistical thermal model of particle
production

Submitted and implemented in RIVET 2�

Elliptic flow of identified hadrons in Au+Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 7.7-62.4 GeV

√
sNN = [7.7,11.5,19.6,27,39,62.4] GeV/A

QGP formation depending on energy, by study
of elliptic flow (v2), in comparison with results

from
√

sNN =200 GeV collisions

Unachieved 4
(now need to consider recent updates

on event plane analyses)
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1701.07065
https://arxiv.org/abs/1701.07065
https://arxiv.org/abs/1701.07065
https://arxiv.org/abs/1301.2348
https://arxiv.org/abs/1301.2348


RIVET as an analyser
Get the experimental data

To do such, we need experimental data in .yoda format, usually available in HepData.

However, the paper was not referenced at that time on HepData
→ we created it directly with data from STAR website

”PROBLEM” NOW : the datasets has been implemented in HepData since, but in a
different way (author didn’t know the existence of the corresponding RIVET analysis ?)

→ we need to re-write the .yoda file originally submitted to RIVET, in order to match
the plots numbering, for automatic synchronisation with HepData
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https://drupal.star.bnl.gov/STAR/publications
https://www.hepdata.net/record/ins1510593


RIVET as a user
Benefits to use RIVET for an event generator user

Now doing a PhD with EPOS, I constantly need to compare my simulation
results to experimental data.

Until now (and still today) had to reproduce the analysis by ourselves,
sometimes spending a lot of time to understand properly :

- kinematic cuts

- centrality determination

- corrections

- ...

⇒ RIVET is a very good for this !
Don’t have to ”think about” the analysis details anymore (but read it anyway obviously)

+ easy to handle (a lot of documentation + helpful reactive developers)
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RIVET as a user
How we use RIVET with EPOS

Our first effort was to ”adapt” EPOS to RIVET, i.e. produce HepMC files
(work done with the help of M. Stefaniak).

Then, already having our ”local”
analysis tool (cf. K. Werner’s talk)

→ we included RIVET in our
framework

Probably a better way to do it, but :

- we don’t want to save heavy .hepmc files (cf. V. Kireyev’s talk)

- analysis we already use are not all available yet in RIVET
⇒ Main concern for HIC : ALICE started (a bit slowly) to play the game

STAR is almost absent
(+ we want to keep our system anyway, for internal checking at least)
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Summary

DISCLAIMER : I just point out some issues/difficulties,
and I do not blame anyone for them

RIVET is easy to use (even
without a lot of knowledge in
C++)

developers are very helpful and
reactive

very useful for phenomenology
people like us, but also for any
user of event generators

Thank you !

installation not always trivial
(1st time OK, then impossible)

HepMC format is quite heavy

still a lack of efforts from
experiments in the HIC field
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